Co-op

News

Directors Receive Certificates
Directors Dave Shipman, Boyt Young and Dennis Purvis received certificates after
completing the Credentialed Cooperative Director course (CCD). The CCD curriculum consists of five courses designed to provide essential knowledge and skills
required of cooperative directors. These courses include; Director Duties and Liabilities, Understanding the Electrical Business, Board Operations and Process, Strategic
Planning and Financial Decision-Making.
Director Jim Eastlund received a Board Leadership Certificate (BLC). This certificate is for directors who have already completed the CCD. The BLC is the next
step in advancing the knowledge and experience directors need to govern their board
effectively.
Congratulations on receiving your certificates!

The Rosebud Electric office will
be closed Dec. 26 and Jan. 2 in
observance of the Christmas
and New Year’s holidays.
The safest and happiest of
holidays from the Rosebud
Electric employees and
board of directors.

NOTICE
Use automatic withdrawal.
Call Rosebud Electric toll-free
for more information:
1-888-464-9304

Boyt Young

Dennis Purvis

Dave Shipman

Jim Eastlund
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According to the Consumer Electronics Association, the average household owns 24 consumer
electronics products, which are responsible for
12 percent of household electricity use. ENERGY
STAR®-certified audio/video equipment is up
to 50 percent more efficient than conventional
models.
Source: EnergyStar.gov
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A college-bound student from the Rosebud Electric service area will receive a
$1,000 scholarship for the coming college school year. The scholarship is made
available through Basin Electric Power Cooperative, Bismarck, N.D., and Rosebud
Electric Cooperative.
Scholarship winners will be judged on academic achievement, leadership qualities, community involvement, worthiness and merit. Applicants are asked to submit
an outline of career goals, employment history and a letter of reference.

Eligibility requirements are:
1. Applicant’s parent(s) or
guardians must be a member of
Rosebud Electric.
2. The Applicant must return
the Scholarship program Application along with all Scholarship
Submittal Requirements material
listed on the back side of the application form to the Rosebud Electric office, PO
Box 439, Gregory, SD 57533, by 4:30 p.m. Feb. 15, 2017.
3. A $1,000 scholarship will be awarded to a student or students from the Rosebud Electric service area.
4. High school and first year college students may apply.
5. The scholarship is for one year. Former winners may not apply. Applications
are available at all high school counselor offices in the cooperatives service area or at
the cooperative office.
Twenty-nine students from the area have received scholarships from the program.
Past winners are listed below.

Past Winners of Scholarships
2016.........................Jacey Feyereisen, Gregory
2015.................Mackenzie Feyereisen, Gregory
2014.................................. Codi Horst, Gregory
2013..............................Rachel Shippy, Colome
2012.......................... Paxten Johnson, Gregory
2011.....................................Charli Kenzy, Iona
2010............................ Chris Brockhoft, Winner
2009................................. Sarah Tipton, Burke
2008..............................Alexa Duling, Gregory
2007............................... Kati Roggow, Gregory
2006................................. Ben Kafka, Gregory
2005....................................Kyle Beck, Colome
2005.........................Jennifer Pochop, Gregory
2004.......................... Amber DeSmet, Gregory
2003.............................Mathew Baker, Fairfax

2002............................Kara Atteberry, Colome
2001......................... Andrea Atteberry, Colome
2000..................................... Trent Blare, Ideal
2000..................... Phillip Ringstmeyer, Winner
1999........................... Leah Armstrong, Colome
1999...................................Anna Kerner, Burke
1999............................ Clint Willuweit, Gregory
1998............................... Troy Travnicek, Dallas
1997........................... Laura Shattuck, Gregory
1996......................Kimberly Schroeder, Winner
1995..........................Melissa Bartling, Gregory
1994............. Ronald Schochenmaier, Bonesteel
1993..................................Melissa Reis, Hamill
1992............................Jennifer Nelson, Winner
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Annual Cereal Drive Underway
Left: Don Frank was
the first to donate
to the annual cereal
drive, which is sponsored by Rosebud
Electric and Frontier
Motors of Winner.
Pam Boes accepts
the donation on
behalf of Rosebud
Electric.
Fourteen years
of cereal drives have
gathered the food
pantries of Gregory
and Tripp counties
more than 6,800
boxes of cereal and
$12,600 in cash since
its inception.

Co-op Purchases New Service Truck
Rosebud Electric recently purchased a new
service truck to replace
one of its old ones.
The old one was
a single cab and had
more than 100,000
miles on it but the
utility box was in good
shape. The new one
is an extended cab
without a utility box
on it.
Line Superintendent
Vic Warnke had the
crews transfer the
utility box from the old
one on to the new one
saving the co-op more
than $5,000.
The line crews are
very handy at doing
such jobs as modifying,
welding and wiring.
This made mounting
the existing box onto
the new truck relatively
easy.
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Energy Efficiency

Tips

by Anne Prince

Energy Savings for Every Season
While saving money through greater energy efficiency may
be a year-round objective for many consumers, the way to
achieve this goal will vary by season. There are a number of
factors that impact energy efficiency, including weather, the
age and condition of the home, and desired comfort levels.
During fall and winter months, when the outdoor temperature
is chilly, consumers desire a warm home and seek to keep the
cold air out. Conversely, in the spring and summer, the focus is
on keeping the hot air from infiltrating cool abodes.

Fall and winter: keeping heat in
To maintain a warm indoor environment in chillier weather,
there are simple steps you can take to increase energy efficiency.
Fall is a great time to examine seals on doors and windows to
check for air leaks. Caulk and weatherstrip as needed to seal
in warm air and energy savings. Similarly, examine outlets for
air leaks, and where necessary, install gaskets around the outlet
to prevent drafts. During the day, open curtains or drapes on
south-facing windows to enable sunlight to heat your home

naturally. Close curtains or drapes at night for an added layer
of window insulation.
As the temperature drops lower with the onset of winter,
schedule a service appointment for your heating system to
ensure it is operating at an optimal level.
Low-cost or no-cost steps for
energy savings include taping or
affixing heavy, clear plastic to the
inside of your window frames to
create an additional barrier against
cold air. Ensure that the plastic is
tightly sealed to the frame to help
reduce infiltration. Use a programmable thermostat to set the
temperature as low as is comfortable when you are home (ideally
around 68 degrees). When you are
asleep or away, turn the temperature down 10-15 degrees for eight
hours. According to the Department of Energy, this small
adjustment can help you save approximately 10 percent a year
on heating and cooling costs.

Spring and summer: keeping your cool
During warmer months, energy savings and efficiency will
require different measures, many of which are inexpensive. If
you live in a climate that is cool, open your windows in the
evening and turn off your cooling system while sleeping.
In the morning, shut the widows and blinds to hold in the
cool air. Where practical, plant trees and shrubs that provide
shade in warm months and sunlight in winter. In addition to
the aesthetic value, well placed trees can take heat gain from
the sun and provide needed shade by creating a canopy for the
house.
In extremely hot weather, your cooling system works harder
to close the gap between the high outdoor temperature and
the cool indoor thermostat setting. To lessen the difference in
temperature between the two, and to lower cooling costs, set
the thermostat as high as you can while maintaining your comfort level. Moreover, using a ceiling fan in conjunction with
your air conditioning can allow you to increase the thermostat
setting to approximately four degrees with no reduction in
comfort levels.
During the hottest months, it’s all the more critical to replace any remaining incandescent bulbs with LEDs. The waste
heat from the old bulbs impacts energy use and creates wasteful and unwanted heat. Employ a programmable thermostat to
adjust the settings a few degrees higher when no one is home
or your family is sleeping.
To learn more about additional energy-saving tips and programs, contact Rosebud Electric at 605-835-9624.
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